USA JET
1.8 m² DOOR
trawl warp
to main
trawl warp
45° IDLER
Connect to lower 180° bridle

Connect to (2) 18' bridles
IYGPT TRAWL (Deepwater rig)

HARDWARE KEY

- 5/8" hammerlock (Gunnebo)
- 7/8" flatlink (Blueline)
- 7/8" G-hook (Blueline)
- 1/2" hammerlock (Gunnebo)
- 5/8" safety shackle (Crosby)
- 60-100lb tom weights (3 links heavy mooring chain)
- 5/8" flat link (Blueline)
- 5/8" G-hook (Blueline)
- Appropriate sized shackle for 1/2" chain (generic)
- 1/2" grade 8 long-link setback chain (37 links)